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Calling Out Media in Washington, DC and Ottawa for Refusal to
Report COVID‐Vaccine Deaths: The Situation is Dire
Media lies, omissions, and distortions are adding to the numbers of deaths
from the vaccines, including children's deaths
Ramola D
23 min ago

Brilliant video (link below) today from Laura Lynn of Canada (from Ottawa) where she
addresses the situation with the truckers in Canada and encourages people to speak the
truth, including in her video a snippet of Del Bigtree at the DC rally recently calling out the
media, and a snippet of herself at a truckers’ press conference on Feb 3, 2022 speaking
directly to Canadian media reporters set up at the back of the conference and asking why
they are not reporting the truth about the deaths recorded in the CDC VAERS database—
which lack is surely leading to more people vaccinating themselves and their children and
opening themselves to the possibility of death and deadly injury. She closes with Nicky
Mathis’ powerful song and video of the truckers’ Freedom Convoy, Stand on Guard. Some
separate links below.
Laura Lynn also questions and records Dr. Paul Alexander at the conference addressing the
over 22,000 deaths now at VAERS—classically under-reported, he informs all, since all
vaccine injuries have been found to be 1-10% under-reported, and while the vaccine has
proved harmless for many people, there is a segment of people for whom it has proved to be
deadly harmful, he says, causing deaths and serious injury.

deadly harmful, he says, causing deaths and serious injury.

Laura Lynn’s longer video-talk with footage: Battle has been joined in the Information
War/Laura Lynn/Feb 3, 2022
Del Bigtree’s short video retrospective on his speech at DC, with the speech footage:
Message to a Manic Mainstream Media/Del Bigtree/Jan 31, 2022
Laura Lynn speaks to media/excerpt: Calling out the media/Laura Lynn/Feb 3, 2022
Nicky Mathis’ powerful freedom song and video: Stand on Guard/Nicky Mathis

Nikki Mathis - Stand on Guard - CANADIAN FREEDOM WORSHIP S…

Copy link

MSNBC MOCKS INFORMED CONSENT AND THOSE STANDING UP TO
UNLAWFUL MEDICAL MANDATES ON AN EXPERIMENTAL NON-VACCINE
WHICH IS KILLING PEOPLE
Del Bigtree has included in his video (link above) footage of MSNBC reporters talking about
the medical freedom rally in DC on Jan 23, literally mocking the need for Informed Consent
for medical procedures and putting down the large number of concerned citizens who
showed up for the march as a motley crowd with no de몭ning mission or purpose.

To me, who doesn’t watch Pharma-run-news at home and catches snippets like this only in
posts online--showcasing the incredible hubris and massive ignorance or active malice of
TV “reporters”—maybe we should call them acting-reporters—it is incredibly shocking to
see people like Chris Hayes and Brandy Zadrozny exhibit their ignorance of Informed
Consent, the Nuremberg Trials, and the vaccine deaths associated with this vaccine—
dismissing everyone informed and outraged as “anti-vaxxers,” that ridiculous label which
literally seeks to hide the facts about vaccines today.

Chris Hayes: “The general gestalt of the rhetoric as I watched this and read reports is really
hyberbolic stu몭 of essentially Nazism—it’s the second coming of Nazism, second coming of
the Holocaust — here’s Del Bigtree calling for Nuremberg trials for Fauci and Birx. How
common is this kind of language and rhetoric in this movement you’ve been reporting,
Brandy?”
Brandy Zadrozny: “…This is just sort of the Internet come to life. You had the weirdest
bunch of people all come together—it was really a conspiracy test yesterday. And I think it’s
really important to talk about how extreme these folks are. I was asked yesterday, were
there any “EXTREMISTS” there? And I said, YES, EVERYWHERE! They were on the stage,
and you know you can frame it as “I just don’t agree with mandates, that doesn’t feel right
with me” but when you share a stage with a man who says Vaccines are gonna kill your kids,
and that Proof of Vaccination is an elaborate plan to enslave you, and track you with Bill
Gates’ satellites, which is what RFK said yesterday when he said being vaccinated is worse
than the fate of Holocaust victims, if you share a stage with those people or you’re at a rally
"well I am just against mandates” you listen to this and clap and say “jail all the reporters”
that is a quick quick march to EXTREMISM.”
Chris Hayes responds with blather about how focus on Informed Consent and bringing up
the Nuremberg trials is a revelation of the “ENGINE OF RADICALIZATION.”
Well, I’ve always wondered where the FBI gets its in몭ated rhetoric of EXTREMISM,
RADICALISM, DOMESTIC TERRORISM from—since they have now published numerous
documents openly criminalizing and tagging as extremist basic, fundamental rights to free
speech, assembly, and expression protected under the real US Constitution and Bill of
Rights which they should but do not honor—and here it is, right here on MSNBC, from
chitter-chatter streamed on national TV by two somewhat-young twits, Chris Hayes and
Brandy Zadrozny, clearly using those buzzwords and tagwords and literally painting all
Americans with a conscience and a desire for medical freedom as extremists and radicals,
direct assistants to FBI confabulations and distinct harms—as expressed in their illegal-

direct assistants to FBI confabulations and distinct harms—as expressed in their illegaltargeting-and-DEW-persecution actions against hundreds of thousands of Americans, o몭en
reported at my website, including, most recently here: Blueleaks FBI Bulletin Surfaces
COINTELPRO and Seeks to Criminalize the Illegally FBI-Targeted.
So, this is a pipeline to the criminalizing of innocents, and Chris and Brandy aren’t hiding
it.
Further, what exactly are they caviling about when it is very clear from the CDC VAERS
database that over 20,000 Americans, including children and young people have died postvaccine, when numerous videos show us athletes collapsing on the 몭eld post-vaccine, when
pilots have crashed their planes or been forced to ground their planes su몭ering heart
attacks and strokes in mid-몭ight post-vaccine, when videos show us news reporters and
chefs live on camera collapsing and dying post-vaccine? Even if you did not read Health
News, Vaccine Impact News, The COVID Blog, The Daily Expose, O몭-Guardian, Epoch
Times, or The Everyday Concerned Citizen—which these two should, since they’re actingreporters on national TV—you could not fail to miss those live videos of people collapsing
and dying on camera. Yes, the vaccine kills, RFK is right, and the vaccine is going to kill
your kids if you don’t wake up and get informed.
But you certainly won’t get informed on MSNBC as these two—and a third unnamed
woman—establish. Informed Consent is about knowing the facts prior to consenting to a
medical intervention like a vaccine. Informed Consent is currently not being provided for
by P몭zer, Moderna, AstraZeneca, Janssen, or anyone else, nor by the pharmacists, medical
techs, nurses, and doctors who administer the C-vaxxes, since no insert exists inside vial
boxes, and no information on the rising numbers of deaths and serious injuries like
paralysis, Bell’s Palsy, seizures, strokes, blood clots is being provided by the needle-pushers
at point of impact.
Listening and watching to MSNBC—as also other deadbeat lying, misinforming media—is
leading to parents subjecting their children to a very dangerous and deadly non-vaccine
(many doctors use the term gene-therapy) which is in e몭ect operating as a neuro bioweapon
inside their bodies, and causing grave harm.
Brandy and Chris need to wake up here and recognize they are pushing a deadly and
irresponsible agenda—mocking those who question, who have the facts, who read and
think critically, ridiculing calls for Nuremberg trials made by deeply concerned reporters
and doctors, while not in any way addressing the numbers of vaccine deaths not merely
reveals their ignorance, it supports the continuation of this vaccine rollout and helps in
ensuring there will be more vaccine deaths, including of children.
And that, Brandy Zadrozny, is the greater harm: certainly those reporters pushing out lies

And that, Brandy Zadrozny, is the greater harm: certainly those reporters pushing out lies
and making false claims about the safety of vaccines in general and this one in particular
are committing crimes against humanity with their vast platforms, and jailing them is a
very good idea indeed—except our current jailers (the FBI) are as culpable today, right
alongside MSNBC.
Ironically, Brandy Z is touted on MSNBC as “covering extremism.” No, it would be more
accurate to say she is “promoting the labeling of extremism,” and this little snippet here
fully illustrates it. She also “covers misinformation,” we are told, but in point of fact she is
promoting and embodying the dissemination of misinformation. Reportage on the COVID
vaccines lacking reportage of the over 22,000 vaccine deaths is 100% Misinformation.

Thankfully, ratings of these national shows are going down as people are waking up, and
Del Bigtree tells us more people are watching his shows than Chris Hayes’:

CDC VAERS DATABASE RECORDS HIGH NUMBER OF DEATHS, YET MEDIA

CDC VAERS DATABASE RECORDS HIGH NUMBER OF DEATHS, YET MEDIA
WON’T REPORT: THE SITUATION IS DIRE

CHILDREN ARE DYING: Checking into the VAERS database and looking for deaths in
the 0-30 age range yields 376 results currently, children, teenagers, and young over 20’s who
collapsed and died from a few hours to a few days and weeks a몭er the COVID vaccine,
sometimes a몭er the 몭rst dose, sometimes a몭er the second. See https://openvaers.com/coviddata/covid-reports and type in 0-30 in the Search Bar, click on Deceased. Opening page
screenshot below.

SOME BATCHES ARE SUPER-TOXIC: The examination of batches of administered
vaccines, as recorded in the CDC VAERS database, and analyzed by Craig Paardekooper of
King’s College in London yields an understanding of relative toxicity of the vaccine across
batches, across time, and across US states, please see my article and video report addressing
this in summary: Super Toxic Batches and Excessive Variability Found in P몭zer, Moderna,
and Janssen Vaccines by Data Analysis of CDC VAERS | Find Out How Toxic Your Batch Is

Many thinks to Laura Lynn and Del Bigtree for speaking openly and directly to the
reporters—who are cowards as Laura says—who cling to their Pharma-run-media jobs and
will not stand up for the truth and report the truth, they need to be continually called out.
As Del Bigtree notes, he was one of them once and he stepped away to work on his own and
investigate the truth and report the truth, why can’t they? What is stopping these decorated
reporters at the New York Times and the Washington Post—both out몭ts run on drugmoney, he reminds us—from standing up for the truth of what is happening today and
reporting it accurately?
A terrible travesty is in operation—and Media is helping it happen. The vaccines are lethal
and death-producing and should be stopped, yet Media is ensuring they kill more and more
people, day a몭er day.
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